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  The savage global effects of imperialism have been identifi ed, studied, 
and in some places mitigated and apologised for; but they have not been 
undone. 1  As recent works examining attempts to decolonise knowledge 
and institutions have shown, 2  contemporary social attitudes, structures 
and practices around the world remain deeply connected with their 
point of origin in the structures of Europe ’ s global empires. 3  In many 
places, particularly the settler colonial lands of the Americas, Oceania, 
the Middle East and Africa, a truly ‘post-colonial’ moment has never 
arrived and the colonial order of things has persisted, despite recent 
calls for a reckoning with colonial institutions and social structures. 4  
Even in lands where formal decolonisation did take place, the social 
and cultural meanings of pre-colonial practices, sometimes revived 
and positioned as ‘authentic’ traces of the pre-colonial world, have 
often revealed how the epistemic violence of empire has rendered 
their original role and social logic irretrievable. 5  In this environment, 
defi nitive forms of postcolonial reconciliation remain elusive, as the 
descendants of Europe ’ s colonisers and the colonised indigenous peoples 
of the world wrestle with the meanings of the colonial past. Globally, 
empire remains an unhealed wound that periodically generates fresh 
symptoms, such as the present push for reparations made by peoples 
colonised by Britain, France and Germany. 6  Understanding and coming 
to terms with Europe ’ s colonial past remains, it seems, an urgent task; 
not so that a fi nal moment of reconciliation between colonisers and the 
colonised might be reached but so that honest working relationships 
and understandings that recognise the ongoing legacies of the colonial 
past might be generated. 

 Having lost its colonies at the end of the First World War, Germany 
is often seen by non-specialists as having been a modest player in 
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Europe ’ s global imperial endeavours and as having another, more urgent 
twentieth-century imperial history to confront in the shape of Nazism ’ s 
genocidal bid for Continental empire. 7  As such, it is not frequently 
recognised outside of German studies that the German state and the 
global German diaspora were in fact deeply implicated in nineteenth- and 
twentieth-century imperial practices and the moral, intellectual and 
political economy of Europe ’ s age of global empire. For those working in 
the fi eld of German colonial history, however, this story of Germany ’ s 
vigorous colonial past is not a revelation. Ever since Horst Drechsler ’ s 
seminal  Let Us Die Fighting , a critical historiography attuned to the 
causes and effects of Germany ’ s colonial interactions has been quietly 
building. 8  

 The different phases of this historiography are well known. 9  However 
the present volume, dedicated to understanding the nature of German 
interactions with the non-European world, diverges from earlier, more 
established lines of inquiry by parenthesising the role of the omnipresent 
German state, so as to focus on the role of non-state actors. Unlike 
other earlier works, it does not attempt to tease out what ‘Germanness’ 
looked like abroad, or to scrutinise the various strands of national 
identifi cation within Germany ’ s global diaspora. 10  Nor does it seek to 
affi rm or deny the marginality or pervasiveness of colonialism inside 
Germany itself. 11  Instead, this volume investigates how Germans moved 
away from the role thrust upon them by commentators and colonial 
agitators in the colonial metropole as representatives of and interlocutors 
for German state power, and explored their extended scope for intel-
lectual and cultural agency, an agency granted by overarching imperial 
structures that privileged European projects in frontier zones. Without 
forgetting the historical importance and the indispensable weight of the 
imperial state, that which Sebastian Conrad and Jürgen Osterhammel 
have compellingly described as the ‘ Kaiserreich transnational ’, 12  or the 
German state ’ s exploitation of the extra-European world for its own 
ends, this volume focuses on specifi c frontier entanglements. This is 
in the hope that the terrain of the debate might shift beyond the state, 
beyond even the transatlantic transplanting of more or less recognisably 
German communities – that which H. Glenn Penny calls ‘German 
polycentrism’ 13  – to look at the nature and impact of settler and sojourner 
experiences in the extra-European world, as well as the resonance of 
refl ections on these experiences. By providing microhistories of German 
frontier entanglements, this volume offers historians an opportunity to 
capture the heterogeneity of the modes of exchange between Germans 
and non-European peoples, which ran the full gamut of experiences 
from eliminatory violence to intermarriage. In this vein, the essays in 
this book offer a series of case studies of German interactions with the 
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extra-European world that together offer some of the missing texture 
and fi ner grain of Germany ’ s colonial-era global reach. 

 By focusing on microhistories and specifi c case studies, this book 
also seeks to reshape productively the contours of the ongoing debate 
about the nature of German interactions with non-Europeans, a debate 
perhaps best encapsulated by the line that currently divides historians 
of German anthropology such as Penny and Andrew Zimmerman. At 
issue has been the question of whether German liberal humanism 
exercised a mitigating infl uence that softened anthropology ’ s racialising 
tendencies, or whether German anthropology was racialised through 
and throughout its overseas settler and sojourner contexts. Arguing 
in favour of the former position in the introduction to their volume 
 Worldly Provincialism , Penny and Matti Bunzl characterised nineteenth-
century German anthropology as ‘a self-consciously liberal endeavour, 
guided by a broadly humanistic agenda’. They argued that prior to the 
First World War, ‘the majority [of German anthropologists] were not 
racist, but strongly opposed to biologically based theories of human 
difference’. 14  It was only with the postwar period, they argued, that 
German anthropology took a biologically racist turn. 

 In the same volume and in his book  Anthropology and Antihu-
manism , however, Andrew Zimmerman argued against precisely this 
depiction of German engagement with non-Europeans (which he called 
the ‘liberal to racism historiography in physical anthropology’). 15  For 
Zimmerman, empire-enabling racial theory lay at the heart of German 
anthropology, irrespective of whether it was evinced in Rudolf Virchow ’ s 
anti-evolutionist stance or Ernst Haeckel ’ s Darwinism. 16  

 This debate, which is in some ways a reworking of positions outlined 
two decades ago by Susanne Zantop and Russell Berman, hinges on 
differing interpretations of how the Enlightenment project and ‘Hum-
boldtian’ ideals translated into German actions in the extra-European 
world. 17  It has focused on the qualitative nature of German interactions 
with the extra-European world, and has questioned whether Germans 
held exceptionally benevolent ‘feelings of affi nity’ or an ‘enchantment’ 
with indigenous peoples, which Penny has recently argued was most 
evident in a subjective affi nity with and empathy for the suffering of 
Native Americans. 18  

 While most of the chapters here engage with this debate by offering 
detailed empirical pictures of what frontier interactions between Germans 
and colonised peoples looked like, the question of such subjective affi ni-
ties is taken up explicitly in this volume by Nicole Perry and Judith 
Wilson, who scrutinise how German interactions with the world were 
represented to metropolitan audiences. In her contribution, Perry makes 
clear that, on the one hand, the indigenous peoples of North America 
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were often used metaphorically in both metropolitan and frontier 
narratives as ciphers for intrinsically European dilemmas surrounding 
the arrival of a post- ancien-régime  political and social modernity. On 
the other hand, even when drawn sympathetically, indigenous peoples 
were often still represented as ineluctably inhabiting the ‘anachronistic 
space’ identifi ed more than twenty years ago by Anne McClintock, 
appearing as mere non-historical atavisms who would inevitably fall 
away with the arrival of colonisers serving the  Weltgeist  of European 
progress. 19  

 For Wilson, a closer, contextualist reading of Friedrich Gerstäcker ’ s 
oeuvre (drawn from his extensive travels) and that of his contemporaries 
shows exactly the problem with the binary nature of this debate. Wilson 
illustrates just how a chauvinistic and Eurocentric conceptualisation 
of alterity which countenanced an acceptance of the inevitability of 
indigenous decline could co-exist with a fi erce critique of the presump-
tions of those Europeans who considered themselves to be the bearers 
of civilisation to an extra-European world conceived of as the domain 
of the savage. Decentring the colonial metropole, Wilson problematises 
a historiographical binary which has viewed Germans as tendentially 
either sympathetic or antagonistic towards indigenous peoples. In the 
process, she suggests that by closely studying actual frontier interactions 
and episodes historians can uncover the high degree of inconsistency 
and cognitive dissonance not just amongst Germans but even within 
the attitudes and actions of a single individual. 

 As a whole, the contributions in this volume support the view that 
even the most sympathetic of Germans viewed the demise of some 
indigenous cultures and populations in Hegelian terms as the price of 
world historical progress. 20  If the conclusions offered by the research 
here make it diffi cult to substantiate Penny ’ s sense of German solidarity 
with the colonised in the face of frontier violence, it is, however, equally 
diffi cult to view the (latently genocidal) assumptions of colonising 
Germans as somehow uniquely German. The sense that the world 
was full of dying races who could not meet the rigours of the coming 
European world was shared by most colonising powers, with British 
Prime Minister Salisbury perhaps the most prominent advocate of the 
view that ‘the living nations will gradually encroach on the territory 
of the dying’. 21  Yet, notwithstanding the recent proliferation of studies 
investigating the record of colonial mass violence and genocide in North 
America, Australia, the Dutch East Indies and the Belgian Congo (to 
name but a few), 22  some historians of German colonialism have looked 
to assert the uniqueness of German imperialism, viewing the Germans 
as particularly violent in their methods of colonisation, as especially 
uncompromising in their application of racial theory or as perfecting 
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violent regimes of racialisation that would form the basis for and 
prehistory of the atrocities of Nazism in later decades. 23  

 Given the proliferation of brutal colonial violence around the world at 
much the same time, this retooling of the  Sonderweg  thesis for colonial 
purposes seems unjustifi ed. 24  Fighting colonial wars in China, East 
Africa and most famously South-West Africa, 25  as well as suppressing 
indigenous resistance in the Pacifi c, 26  the German state was just as brutal 
as other European states in its support of the outpost settlements they 
had grafted on to indigenous territories. Germans, like other Europeans 
in colonial spaces, were buttressed by the might of armies and navies 
with a global reach which, if called upon, were capable of unleashing 
campaigns of overwhelming violence to protect European hegemony. 
The maintenance of European rule over non-European spaces was a 
key objective of virtually all settler colonies, not just those hosting 
Germans, and the violence this imperative engendered in the Americas, 
Australia, Asia and Africa has been well established. 27  The violence 
condoned and perpetrated by Germans in the extra-European world, 
however, was not an expression of a unique German  Sonderweg  that led 
the Germans ‘from Africa to Auschwitz’. Rather, Germany ’ s colonial 
violence interlocked with the broader, pan-European project of global 
expansionism that in Europe was portrayed as ‘pacifi cation’ in the 
service of a civilising mission, but was experienced in the extra-European 
world as violence and dispossession. As Stefan Rinke demonstrates 
in his chapter here devoted to frontier violence in colonial Brazil, 
Germans were not only just as likely to participate in the genocidal 
processes of settler colonialism as non-German settlers, they also took 
part in this frontier violence alongside and in conjunction with other 
colonists from a range of settler nations who shared their colonising 
objectives. 

 To point to the structural violence that lay at the heart of settler 
colonialism is not, however, to say that colonising states such as 
Germany were home to a monolithically pro-colonial citizenry, as 
Andrew Bonnell demonstrates here. In a contribution that demonstrates 
how essentialising umbrella terms such as ‘European imperialism’ and 
‘Western colonialism’ can airbrush out the political and structural 
heterogeneity of the colonial metropole, 28  Bonnell engages constructively 
with Guettel ’ s work to point out that German Social Democrats remained 
opposed to colonialism and to wars against indigenous peoples in the 
German colonies, notwithstanding the enormous pressure brought 
to bear upon the party in the context of a colonial uprising which 
had seen the deaths of German colonists and an election campaign 
in 1907 that sought to wedge the Social Democrats on the ‘colonial 
question’. Crucially, for Bonnell, the Social Democrats’ expressions of 
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solidarity with the colonised were not sparked by the kind of subjec-
tive affi nity that Penny has explored, but rather refl ected a fi rmly 
articulated matter of principle based on a clear view of the politi-
cal and economic nature of empire and its effects on the colonised. 
Rather than seeking to identify personally with non-Europeans (whose 
experience they manifestly did not share), German Social Democrats 
simply adhered to a political position of solidarity with indigenous 
peoples such as the Herero and Nama who had been dispossessed by the 
violent forces of globalising capitalism that affl icted German workers 
domestically. 

 Conversely, while Social Democrats did not have to leave Germany 
to register their solidarity with colonised peoples they had never met, 
Ulf Morgenstern ’ s discussion here of Carl Heinrich Becker shows clearly 
the extent to which a total scholarly immersion in the non-European 
world was no guarantee of an ability to see past essentialising notions 
of ‘the authentic native’ that could be documented, studied and under-
stood by the itinerant scholar. A more contrasting example to that 
offered by Bonnell ’ s Social Democrats is hard to imagine, with the 
haughty Becker rubbing shoulders with elite European politicians and 
industrialists in Egypt before approvingly surveying the wreckage of the 
Sudan in the wake of Herbert Kitchener ’ s reconquest. Far from Suzanne 
Marchand ’ s portrait of the dispassionate scholar, Morgenstern makes 
clear that German orientalists such as Becker blended scholarship with 
a particularly political, that is imperial, understanding and experience 
of the extra-European world. 29  

 Such metropolitan variations in attitudes towards colonialism and 
colonised people were, of course, matched by similar forms of dif-
ferentiation at the local, frontier level. Marked by violence, but also by 
negotiation, co-operation and intermingling, the different micro-ecologies 
of empire were given their shape by the interlocking mechanics of, on the 
one hand, the variegated expressions of agency of those at the colonial 
interface and, on the other, the macro-structural imperatives of imperial 
exploitation and dispossession. By locating and studying the dynamics 
of specifi c sites of colonial exchange at the micro level, as many of 
the following chapters do, the well documented macro-level picture 
of trans-imperial exchanges and structures that has been uncovered by 
transnational historians of empire is complemented by a fi rmer grasp 
of the undergrowth of interpersonal, face-to-face interactions between 
Europeans and non-Europeans in colonial spaces. 30  Focusing on this 
individuating terrain yields surprisingly complex pictures, complicating 
the (at times one-dimensional) macro-level narratives of state actors 
exercising smoothly functioning forms of power with little friction 
from below. 31  
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 Enmeshed in a frontier dynamic of forcible dispossession that similarly 
faced colonisers from other backgrounds, Germans responded in the same 
fashion as others in settler colonial situations. In some contexts this 
meant radical violence, whereas in others it meant less violent forms 
of domination or even mutual exchange. With this in mind, Penny and 
Bunzl are certainly correct to caution against totalising, teleologically 
loaded assumptions about German attitudes towards the extra-European 
world and (in particular) race that reduce the colonial period to merely an 
incubator for the racial violence of the metropolis under Nazism or even 
a genocidal prelude to the Holocaust. 32  This is particularly the case for 
the interactions studied here, in which Germans were active in colonial 
sites not controlled by the German state. With Germany only formally 
acquiring extra-European state colonies after 1884, German colonial 
entanglements initially occurred in the absence of any formal German 
colonial structures to guide them. Ignoring these non-state endeavours 
risks overlooking important examples of Germans’ involvement in 
colonising endeavours. As Sebastian Conrad has argued, ‘the bulk of the 
literature continues to focus on the territorial empire – and neglects the 
much broader fi elds of imperial activity Germany was involved in, both 
before and after 1884’. 33  Examining the experiences of Germans in these 
non-German colonial spaces offers glimpses into how the transnational 
mechanics of imperialism looked at the grassroots level. Felicity Jensz ’ s 
study of Moravian missionaries in colonial Australia is instructive in 
this regard, demonstrating how an understanding of the colonising efforts 
of ‘infl uential strangers’ like German missionaries and anthropologists 
in non-German colonies allows for a ‘critical examination of colonial 
politics … revealing the treatment of indigenous inhabitants as seen 
through the eyes of a non-English … organization’. 34  Often overlooked 
in colonial history, these insider–outsider roles were regularly played by 
Germans who came into sustained contact with indigenous societies, 
but with aims that were not necessarily identical with those of the 
colonising power that hosted them. These multidirectional frontier 
entanglements between the colonising state, colonised indigenous peoples 
and German sojourners spanned a range of modalities, including pitiless 
violence and mutual exchange. 

 The concept of frontier entanglements has proved to be an important 
heuristic for researchers seeking ways to describe the full range of 
modalities of frontier interaction. The term ‘entanglements’ offers an 
explanatory mechanism that can encompass both colonial antagonism 
and co-operation. Coined by the anthropologist Nicholas Thomas in 
1991, 35  it has recently been adopted by historians seeking a way out of 
the impasse presented by monodirectional narratives of colonial rela-
tions that focus solely on the (all too prevalent) physical and epistemic 
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violence wrought by the colonisers. 36  Without doubt, frontier violence 
remains integral to the history of imperialism; particularly the history 
of settler colonialism, where it is often the most important part of the 
story. 37  Nonetheless, some of the literature on imperial encounters 
also points to more complicated frontier interactions in which varying 
expressions of indigenous agency and cross-cultural intimacies emerged 
and sometimes fl ourished underneath the asymmetrical structures 
of economic, political and military power that supported European 
imperialism. 38  Similarly, the improvised adaptations made by both 
colonisers and colonised to the highly charged, socially and culturally 
fl uid frontier situation is also becoming more apparent courtesy of 
accounts that stress the permeability of the frontier. 

 This permeability was often a product of existing patterns of cross-
cultural interaction in non-European spaces. Although, by its very nature, 
European imperialism greatly disrupted the economic, political and 
cultural patterns that characterised polities in the ‘pre-contact’ era, 
some of these polities had long been plugged into complex, pre-existing, 
multidirectional webs of contact – including localised imperial webs 
within the Afro-Eurasian exchange network that had thrived for hundreds 
of years before European hegemony. 39  Others, however, had previously 
experienced only limited contact with more immediate neighbours for 
equally long periods. 40  In both cases, the irreversible disruption of the 
pre-colonial order led to the construction of new cultural amalgams 
marked by new forms of inequality and patterns of hierarchy. 41  Studying 
the broader dimensions of imperialism ’ s entanglements alongside the 
frontier violence that accompanied them allows historians to lay bare 
the textured nature of frontier encounters and to appreciate the complex 
interconnectedness between its disparate symptoms, without denying 
the structural inequalities and violence that underwrote it. 

 With an eye to recovering the heterogeneity of such exchanges 
between German sojourners and settlers and indigenous peoples in 
extra-European zones of contact, this volume maps German interactions 
with African, North and South American, Pacifi c, Australasian and 
Asian peoples. It examines the heterogeneous goals and experiences of 
German explorers, settlers, travellers, merchants, academics and state 
offi cials in the extra-European world, and questions how the variety of 
projects they undertook intersected with indigenous cultural priorities 
and shaped frontier relationships. Its emphasis on colonial experiences 
gained on the frontier, and their gradual and uneven repatriation to 
the metropole, seeks to amplify and augment similar efforts made by 
scholars in recent years. In 2014, Nina Berman, Klaus Mühlhahn and 
Patrice Nganang argued for a shift in the terrain of the debate regarding 
German colonialism, pointing to the need for an approach ‘centring on 
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practices of interaction’. This approach, they have correctly suggested, 
‘sheds new light on local power dynamics’. 42  In a survey of the literature 
on German interactions with South America, Penny has noted that 
such studies in the case of Germans in South America have uncovered 
‘cultural fl exibility and a striking degree of agency’ in the navigation 
of ‘overlapping cultural spaces’. 43  Admittedly such work continues, 
however, to be lopsided, given that contemporaneous indigenous attitudes 
towards these frontier interactions remain diffi cult to uncover. Despite 
enormous strides in recovering indigenous agency, Gayatri Chakravorty 
Spivak ’ s question of the extent to which ‘subaltern’ perspectives are 
accessible to historians remains just as relevant now as it was twenty 
years ago. 44  Confronted with apparent indigenous silences (or rather 
the silencing of indigenous peoples), most historians, including many 
contributions here, have approached this problem through attentive, 
contrapuntal readings of European archival holdings, an approach that 
Ann Laura Stoler has rightly both championed and urged historians to 
treat with caution. 45  

 As Stoler has pointed out, the archive itself, as well as its contents, 
are situated, with colonial archives by their very nature most heavily 
imprinted at points where state power is most fragile. Archival records 
follow an institutional logic that foregrounds confl icts and problems 
that required a state or institutional response. 46  Most obviously, for 
example, revolts against the colonial state generated enormous bodies of 
archival material that have been of great use for studying the dynamics 
of imperial power. Historians of German imperialism have fruitfully 
used such archival material to study colonial revolts in German South-
West Africa, the Pacifi c and East Africa, so as to test their metonymic 
value for understanding the broader nature of German and European 
approaches towards controlling an unruly alterity. 47  In this record of 
frontier colonial warfare, the archival record speaks to indigenous 
agency; not only amongst those tens of thousands revolting against 
the metropole but also in the action of the forty to fi fty thousand 
indigenous people who took up arms for the German colonisers rather 
than against them, a practice held in common with other European 
empires. 48  

 Particularly in regions where independent indigenous written and oral 
records of frontier encounters have not survived, archival approaches 
remain important. For all their innate shortcomings, archival records 
can at least partially reveal the texture of frontier lives and experiences. 
Certainly, archival approaches can only reconstruct those elements of 
indigenous culture, politics and life that intersected most heavily with 
those of their colonisers (and only imperfectly). They can answer only 
a subset of the questions that historians have about frontier zones and 
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those who inhabited them, while leaving the question of the politics 
of representation unsatisfactorily answered. 49  

 State archives are even less successful at gauging and recording 
non-state intercommunal interactions, whether unreported instances 
of low-intensity frontier violence, scholarly or missionary endeavours, 
or cross-frontier trade or marriage. Here, historians rely, as many of 
the authors in this collection do, upon sources such as diaries, trav-
elogues, literature, newspaper reports, indigenous traditions and colonial 
ephemera to offer a sense of the texture of frontier encounters and to 
attempt to assess the nature and depth of exchanges that took place. 
Through these sources the subjectivities of Germans who encountered 
non-Europeans in North America, Africa, the Levant, Asia and the 
Pacifi c and who refl ected upon these encounters can be accessed and 
studied. More problematically, these sources also (although frequently 
poorly and always imperfectly) ventriloquise the positions (or imagined 
positions) of colonised peoples. Deconstructing these representations 
of the colonised remains important work, but sensitive microhistorical 
readings attuned to the specifi c power constellations revealed by frontier 
texts can offer imperfect, partial but nonetheless useful reconstructions 
of the multidimensional nature of the dynamics of colonial frontiers, 
in the hope that the erasure of indigenous peoples from the history of 
empire (a history which unfolded on their territories) can be mitigated 
or even resisted if not entirely alleviated. 

 By way of example, in this volume, the contribution by Hilary Howes 
seeks to read the colonial record in ways that bring to light dimensions 
of both the indigenous experience of imperialism and the European nar-
ration of this experience. Focusing on East New Britain in the Bismarck 
Archipelago, Howes illustrates that the depictions of the Tolai by Otto 
Finsch served a dual purpose of, on the one hand, asserting his (to his 
mind under-acknowledged) credentials as the foremost expert on New 
Guinean affairs but, on the other, of rehabilitating the reputation of 
the Tolai in Europe and critiquing aspects of European penetration 
of the region and its effects on local conditions. Although operating 
within a Eurocentric frame of reference which assumed simple binaries 
such as civilised and savage, Finsch sought to push beyond them, to 
demonstrate that behaviours coded by Europeans as either civilised 
or savage could easily co-exist in the same person, as demonstrated 
(to his mind) by his young New Guinean protégé, Tapinowanne, who 
voluntarily visited Europe for a time before returning home. The meaning 
of Finsch and Tapinowanne ’ s shared experience of global travel remains 
hard to reconstruct defi nitively from Tapinowanne ’ s perspective. What 
is clear, however, is that the interaction between the European and the 
Melanesian cannot be explained as simply an expression of Finsch ’ s 
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imperial power over a young indigenous man. The presence of Europeans 
afforded Tapinowanne an opportunity for agency, and he took it. 

 Travelogues too have an important if ambivalent role to play in 
reconstructing frontier encounters, as Eva Bischoff ’ s chapter here makes 
clear. Bischoff illustrates both the usefulness and the diffi culties of 
fi rst-person accounts in her discussion of Meg Gehrts ’ s travelogue  A 
Camera Actress in the Wilds of Togoland . Gehrts travelled to Africa 
to act in  The White Goddess of the Wangora , a fi lm that centred on 
the fi ctional story of a white girl raised as a black one, who discovers 
her racial identity and escapes her African captors. Whilst travelling, 
Gehrts kept a diary which not only recorded her perceptions of the 
Africans she met in Togo but also captured her reimaginings of herself 
and her position as both white and a woman in Africa. It recounts her 
sense of her gendered role on the expedition as an  ersatz  domestic 
homemaker, while highlighting her perceived new freedoms in the 
extra-European world, a sense of expanded possibilities in Africa that 
Bischoff suggestively describes as ‘imperial feminism’. At the same time, 
Bischoff argues, Gehrts ’ s account betrays her rudimentary attempts to 
come to terms with the situatedness of social and cultural encodings of 
phenotypic difference, as she ponders the signifi cance of the comments 
of some honest Africans who told her bluntly that her whiteness was 
in fact a form of ugliness, which they could but only try not to hold 
against her. 

 As this and other contributions in this volume show, the forms of 
exchanges across the frontier defy easy aggregation and differ markedly, 
depending on the political, geographical and economic nature of the 
frontier site in question. These variances in the structuring contexts 
of imperialism demonstrate that, while there might be overarching 
material foundations that account for imperialism at the macro level, 
historians must be careful when positing defi nitive conclusions about 
the intrinsic nature of the ‘colonial experience’ that these material 
foundations generated. The differing material priorities and functions 
of settler, plantation and mercantile colonies partially structured the 
range of possibilities for intersubjectival frontier encounters, just as 
differences in the gender, class and ‘race’ of those on the frontier also 
further magnifi ed the scope for individuating colonial experiences. 
Charting the permutations and intersections of these differences requires 
a microhistorical approach, something approaching a prosopography of 
the frontier, focused not on heroic biographies of settlers or explorers but 
on fi ne-grained studies of the fragments of concrete sites of exchange, 
mutual interaction and confl ict. 

 Studying such imperial entanglements reveals that, notwithstand-
ing the fact that these encounters took place within the context of 
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dispossession and increasingly pronounced asymmetries of power, 
frontier entanglements were not uniformly acrimonious (even if many 
were). It further reveals that the acrimony was most often not a direct 
translation of an overarching theory of race into a form of ideological 
praxis, but more often refl ected intensely localised economic, political 
and interpersonal dynamics that approximately shadowed the broader 
(fundamentally material) struggle unleashed by Europeans attempting 
to wrest control of non-European societies and their lands. 

 Despite not being the only productive lens through which colonial 
encounters can be viewed, the category of race nonetheless informs 
most of the discussions in this collection. In employing race as an 
analytical category, however, it is necessary to have a clear understanding 
of its ontological status as a concept. Post-Foucauldian and Butlerian 
scholarship has regularly made the strong ontological claim that ‘the 
materiality of the racial body is an effect of discourse’. 50  Under this 
reading, the raced body appears as a discursively constituted line of 
demarcation between the colonised and the colonisers, called upon 
to naturalise the myriad forms of hierarchy required for the creation 
and maintenance of imperial rule. While the denaturalisation of the 
essentialist, connotative value judgements accompanying racialisation 
remains a  sine qua non  of any serious scholarship on race, it does 
not follow that colonial-era phenotypic difference can be explained 
away as being intrinsically performative. Understandably, historians 
who have positioned race as ‘being performatively constituted’ have 
rejected the ontological status of embodied difference in an attempt to 
disarm colonial (and indeed contemporary) racist theoretics that have 
mobilised phenotypic differences as a means of naturalising imperial 
hierarchies. 51  

 Recent work on race, however, has made clear that this ontological 
route is not the only way to defuse essentialist colonial racial hierar-
chies. As Arun Saldanha has argued, ‘battling against racism is … not 
a question of denying race, but of cultivating its energies against the 
stickiness of racial segregation’. 52  Toril Moi is similarly instructive here, 
insisting that, while ‘biological facts cannot ground human values’, the 
biological is not entirely absent, a mere empty signifi er waiting to be 
allocated meaning by discourse. With this in mind, Linda Martín Alcoff 
has similarly argued that, ‘race is real’ in the phenomenological sense 
that ‘race is constitutive of bodily experience, subjectivity, judgment, 
and epistemic relationships’. It is, Alcoff makes clear, ‘a constitutive 
element of fundamental, everyday embodied existence, psychic life, and 
social interaction’. 53  For historians, the consequences of this ontological 
rethinking are that histories of colonial spaces in which racialised bodies 
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played a dynamic role are histories fi rmly grounded in materialism, 
rather than linguistic idealism. 54  

 The accounts here offer some of the empirical terrain against which 
this phenomenological materialist understanding of race might be 
tested, by making clear that the social encoding of physical differ-
ences was a product of both immediate contextual imperatives and 
available discursive structures. At both levels, the meaning of race was 
subject to change, wherever and whenever the material and intellectual 
conditions required for differing conceptualisations of race emerged. At 
the microhistorical level, however, interpersonal and intersubjectival 
entanglements show a range of modalities and understandings of 
racial ‘worth’ that co-existed with apparently totalising conditions of 
structural violence. Often, in scrutinising the overarching conditions 
attending the production of metropolitan racial knowledge in search 
of an epochal ‘episteme’ or ‘discursive formation’ at the macro level, 55  
scholars of race have overlooked the subsystemic frontier experiences 
and exchanges of those on the frontier whose fi rmest ‘knowledge’ of 
racial matters was a product of the conditions of the particular colonial 
site they inhabited. Focusing too closely on metropolitan discourses 
of race risks the construction of unreliable chains of causality which 
fail to recognise that metropolitan understandings and encodings of 
phenotypic difference were partly aggregations and partly imperfect 
(mis)readings of the multifarious ways that race functioned in concrete 
frontier situations. 56  

 Many of the contributions here deal with the extra-European experi-
ences of German scholars. While it is clear that their ‘knowledge’ 
(more  doxa  than  episteme ) garnered from frontier interracial encounters 
was repatriated to the colonial metropole, this frontier knowledge was 
routinely altered, fi ltered, misunderstood and in many instances simply 
ignored. Antje Kühnast makes abundantly clear in her offering to this 
volume that, even in the case of dealing with indigenous skeletal remains 
in the ostensibly scientifi c discipline of physical anthropology, the 
frontier collector ’ s contextual knowledge of the indigenous remains’ 
provenance was often overlooked or altered. This was demonstrably the 
case when the German naturalist and collector Ludwig Becker stressed 
to his German anthropological counterparts the unreliability of skulls as 
a guide to the intellectual or cultural worth of the individuals to whom 
they had belonged. Kühnast illustrates precisely how even Becker ’ s 
partial understanding of the complexity of the individual Australian 
Aborigines whose remains he acquired was overlooked by the recipients 
of the remains, who then imposed the disciplinary assumptions of 
German anthropology upon them. 
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 Away from the physical sciences, the travel narratives of Carl Semper 
and Fedor Jagor, discussed here by Hidde van der Wall, similarly illustrate 
how essentialist and racialised assumptions based on phenotypical 
differences were distilled through cultural conditions that pertained 
to a particular site of colonisation. While still employing a racialised 
taxonomy of the Filipino population, both travellers blamed what they 
viewed as a lack of culture not on intrinsic racial traits but rather on the 
impact of Spanish colonists on the local population. Their conclusions, 
half racialised, half culturally chauvinist, were malleable enough to be 
repurposed and reused thereafter by a number of different discourse 
communities. While they underpinned the arguments of Germans 
looking for the Philippines to be transferred to German rule, they also 
met the purposes of Filipino nationalists seeking independence from 
the Spanish. Ultimately they even supplied justifi cations for invading 
North Americans who found the anthropological assumptions of the 
German writers to be a useful tool for justifying their own turn to 
empire in the Philippines. 

 With the imperial penetration of the extra-European world requiring 
political and economic forms of hierarchy that privileged the colonisers 
over the colonised, racial knowledge became an anthropological and 
political shorthand for locally prevailing variants of imperial hierarchy. 
Regionally specifi c racial theorising and practice always remained 
malleable and adaptable enough to be applied in different imperial 
sites with different imperial dynamics. Phenotypic difference allowed 
the underlying material status differentials required by empire to be 
articulated through the language of race, because, outside of Europe, 
phenotypic differences were an obvious and easy way to discern the 
privileged coloniser from the colonised. Under these conditions, materi-
ally derived, context-specifi c social distinctions ossifi ed and came to 
be understood as intrinsic forms of racial inequality. As Patrick Wolfe 
famously argued, however, ‘race is but one among various regimes of 
difference that have served to distinguish dominant groups from groups 
whom they initially encountered in colonial contexts’. 57  In imperial sites 
where phenotypic differences were not as pronounced, or the overlap 
between racial difference and the needs of power were not great, other 
forms of difference – some externally apparent, others not – came to 
the fore. Thus, confession, caste, culture, linguistic difference and not 
least class differentials played their role in metropolitan imperial sites 
(such as the Polish East, the French West and the Danish North in the 
German case), where phenotypic difference could not do the heavy 
lifting required by empire. 

 For those (such as missionaries) operating outside of the apparatus of 
the colonial state, race understood as a question of biology and the body 
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mattered much less than cultural attributes. Accordingly, the difference 
between a settler pastoralist ’ s and a missionary ’ s conceptualisation of the 
colonised could at times be immense – as demonstrated by the animosity 
that pastoralist settlers showed German missionaries during the Herero-
Nama Wars, when missionaries were accused of having incited Africans 
to attack farmers. 58  With missionaries seeking to transplant variants of 
Europe ’ s Christian cosmology around the globe, their efforts came to 
hinge not so much on a critique of the indigenous body and its place 
in a colonial social hierarchy as on an understanding of non-European 
belief patterns and the capacity of Indigenous peoples’ epistemological 
and conceptual frameworks to accommodate the foreign cultural and 
religious concepts that were central to Christianity. As Daniel Midena ’ s 
contribution here makes clear, with conceptual change so important to 
the missionary task, a theory of indigenous language, semiotics and of 
the indigenous mind became central to missionary work. In the context 
of their work in New Guinea, Neuendettelsau missionaries saw the 
creation of an indigenous vernacular Bible that could convey Christian 
concepts to the New Guinean mind as a task of foremost importance. 
An important prelude to this work was undertaking a survey of the 
existing abstract conceptual repertoire of local languages such as Jabêm. 
For these missionaries, the chief diffi culty they claimed to face was 
the ostensible conceptual poverty of New Guinean myth, which they 
judged as too heavily anchored to the immediate, sensory world and 
therefore incapable of sustaining the weight of a Christian cosmology. 
In this particular frontier encounter, a major site of struggle was the 
perceived incommensurability of two radically different systems of 
meaning. This incommensurability presented itself to the minds of the 
missionaries as indicative of an indigenous lack – precisely the kind 
of lack or ‘absence’ that Dipesh Chakrabarty once argued ‘translates 
into “inadequacy” ’ by default in the estimation of the colonisers. 59  

 As Midena shows, notwithstanding the awareness and seeming 
sensitivity of some Germans towards the plight of indigenous peoples, 
many Germans continued to describe, categorise and interact with the 
peoples they encountered in the global south in ways that sometimes 
betrayed a strong cultural chauvinism and at other times reinforced the 
anthropological commitment to racially derived hierarchies of peoples. 
Given that this sense of the importance of cultural and phenotypic 
difference offered the discursive terrain for the material dispossession 
of the world ’ s colonised peoples, it is unsurprising that non-Europeans 
both feared and sought to resist the sudden and often savage entry of 
colonial populations newly arrived from Europe. 

 As settler colonists, Germans were no more prone to genocidal violence 
than other European settler colonists. Nor were they as anthropologists 
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more often driven to assertions of racial or cultural superiority than 
other anthropologists. Given, however, the high levels of dispossession 
and frontier violence in both German and non-German colonies and 
the broad, pan-European purchase of variously expressed assumptions 
of cultural and racial superiority, this is by no means a statement that 
could be read as exculpatory. As the collection of essays presented 
here demonstrates, Germans were equal, but not exceptional (in the 
 Sonderweg  sense) partners in the pan-European project of globalising 
Europe ’ s economies, populations, culture and Christian cosmology. 
This they did, in common with the settlers and sojourners of other 
European states, through radical violence, scientifi c enquiry, economic 
and territorial dispossession, but also through less overtly confrontational 
frontier interactions and entanglements that saw some attempts to 
balance the desires and agency of both the colonisers and the colonised, 
albeit within the framing logic of disempowerment and dispossession 
that characterised global imperialism. The new states and societies 
that emerged from Europe ’ s empires still bear the traces of Europe ’ s 
attempt to globalise itself. Understanding the fi ner historical grain, 
the microhistories of these attempts, is a fi rst step towards addressing 
the legacies of imperialism. In the German case, this means moving 
on from the Eurocentric idea that the legacy of colonialism fi nds its 
primary meaning as the prehistory of the Holocaust, and recognising 
instead that, while imperial remnants haunt the metropoles of Europe, 
the primary impact of colonialism was outside of Europe. Here, it 
fi gures as the prehistory of globalised structural inequality, embattled 
indigenous communities, racialised population politics and ongoing 
cultural depletion.  
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